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Dance with Romancers
To Follow Acts in
Alumni Hall

The Interfraternity Council
at its meeting last night,
passed the following resolution:
"It is against the spirit and
principle of the rushing system adopted by the Interfraternity Council to give out
pledge pin sbefore the official
pledging date. All such
pledges are absolutely not

To Give Maxwell Anderson's;360
Play in Little Theatre
In
March 14, 15

The big chance for local talent to
display itself conies on Friday night
binding, and fraternities givoi this week at seven o'clock, when
ing out pins before that date
the Annual Vodvil Nite sponsored by
are violating the code of the
Interfraternity Council."
the Maine Christian Association will
be held in the Little Theatre of
Alumni Hall.
Clifford Ladd, chairman of the
committee in charge of the program
this year, announced yesterday that
the judges of the quality of the acts
presented will be Delete W. Morris,
Herschel L. Bricker. and Henry G.
A. 0. Pi and Chi Omega
Stetler. The acts will be judged for
Head Lists in Number
originality, the reception given by
Of Women Pledged
the audience, and the amount of
work that has evidently been put inThe trials and tribulations of sorority
to the act. Each act will be limited rushing came to a close yesterday afterminutes, but the number of noon when the list of pledges of each sotaking part will not be lint- rority was announced from the office of
Dean of Women, Edith Wilson. Alpha
ited.
Omicron Pi headed the list in number of
Following the entertainment a stag women pledged with a total
of twentydance will take place in the Alumni three, and Chi Omega was second with a
Hall gymnasium at which The Ro- total of fifteen.
The women who pledged to each sorormancers, the orchestra that has made
a name for itself at the Brass Rail ity are:
Chi Omega—Ethel Bingle, Jane Sulliin Bangor, will play.
van, Elizabeth Hart, Elizabeth Dill, FranTwo silver cups will be awarded ces Jones, Janet Campbell, Jane Stillman,
at the close of the entertainment, one Phyllis Dimitre, Georgia Fuller, Janet
for the sorority that presents the Brown, Carolyn Brown, Carol Stevens,
best act and the other for the fra- Madeline Frazier, Muriel Perkins, and
Elizabeth Story.
ternity that presents the best. Last
Delta Delta Delta—Florence Shannon,
year the 'Maples took first prize for Elva Googins, Audrey
Bishop, Helen Dathe women, and Sigma Nu took first vis, Faith Folger, Margaret Strout, Gertrude Titcomb, Hope Wing, Theresea
for the men.

Already Entered
Revived Winter
Sports Meet

Carnival Program

TONIGHT;
TOMORROW

Secret Committee Will
Choose Queen from
Those Present

Wednesday
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

By Elston P. Ingalls
Annual Intramural Ball. Alumni
Memorial Gymnasium.
Clever raillery against our powerfo' EVENTS BACK OF S.A.E.
LEDDY IS CHAIRMAN
unscrupulous politicians is the theme o'
Thursday
the next Masque offering which will be I lndi iiduals, Fraternities, and
10:30 a.m.
Lloyd Raffnel and Georgians
"Both Your Houses," Maxwell Andermile
ski
race (men)
Sororit
ies
Are
To
son's Pulitzer Prize play for 1933. and
To Play Featuring
mile snowshoe race (men)
Compete
will be presented on Wednesday and
1:30 p.m.
Blues Singer
Thursday, March 14 and 15, in the Little
100 yard ski dash trials (men)
Vi'ith nearly 300 men students and
Theatre at 7:30 o'clock.
100 yard ski dash trials (vammen)
Tonight is front many standpoints
The characters are delicate and witty sixty co-eds already having signified
100 yard snowshoe dash trials
the biggest night at the University
symbols of the author's satire which de- their intentions
(men)
of entering the winof Maine between Christmas and
rides a prevalent national affliction that
75 yard snowshoe dash trials
ter sports carnival on the holiday tohas practically become a tradition. Respring
vacations, for at eight o'clock
(women)
straint in the handling of the material, morrow, the Intramural Athletic
100 yard ski dash finals (men)
the doors will be opened for the anbuilding up the situations by easy, plaus- Association, which is sponsoring the
100 yard ski dash finals ( woolen)
nual intramural Ball sponsored by
ible stages, and the use of colors other gala atTair, believes that the revival
100 yard snowshoe dash finals
the Intramural Athletic Association
than black and white, make this play a of the
(men)
carnival will attract an unusushining emblem of an art that has threatam! featuring Lliiyd RatInel and his
75 yard snowshoe dash finals
ally
large
amount
of
spectator
s
and
ened, of late, to become rather dull. One
Georgians. his daughter Jane, the
women)
of the major characters, Solomon Fitz- will be a decided success. All the
Ski jumping
youthful blues singer, and the seinaurice, actually makes dishonesty appear races will take place on the StillwaSiimwo
,w•toe
l en)obstacle race trials
lection of a queen of the hall.
virtuous by his obviously frank and good- ter river directly behind the Sigma
I
Everything is readv now in the
natured approach to every problenm which Alpha Epsilon
Medley race trials (women)
fraternity house.
presents itself.
new
Alumni Memorial Gymnasium
400
yard
medley
race trials (men)
The committee in charge of the carnival
The play is based on the experiences of
Medley race finals (woolen)
for the big event. The decorations
consists of Milton MacBride, chairman;
an idealistic young Nevada school teacher
400 yard medley race finals (men)
Don Stone, and Sam Reese. This commitare up, and the fraternity. booths are
who. upon his election to Congress, at- tee
Snowshoe
en obstacle race finals
has completed its plans for the gala
in place. The fraternity booths, sittempts to reform the old and secure order
event and from the interest and amount of
uated all around the hall, are attracof corruption. He is efficiently and ad22(ln
yard
(
snowshoe
obstacle
race
enthusiasm displayed by students on camtively
finals
decorated, and the entire hall
(Continued on Page Five)
pus, there is every indication to believe
has an atmosphere of gaiety toned
that the carnival will be a huge success.
down just enough to make the affair
In the !IWO'S division the fraternity
houses as well as the freshman dormitorico
a really enjoyable formal dance.
will be represented, while in the co-ed.,
Tickets on Term Bill
class the girls will not compete for the:
Tickets for the Ball can still be provarious sororities but will represent the
cured, and the cost can be put on the
respective dormitories.
spring term bill. The price of these tickIn all fairness to the omen students who
Plans for Annual Conclave
ets is $3 including tax, which is a new
are not members of the varsity winter
low in prices for formals. Tickets can
On March 26, 29 Are
sports team, the committee has decided Sherwood Eddy, Addressing be procured from any member
of the
Nearly Ready
that those snowbirds who competed for
Intramural Athletic Association.
Assembly, Predicts
Oakman, Elizabeth Oakman, and Helene
The committee in charge af the
•NI• •tu. either at Lake Placitt or at the
Patrons and Patronesses
Cousins.
Great Changes
Plans tor Farm and Home Week, to be Dartmouth Carnival
will be allowed to
pr grant consists of Clifford Ladd,
The patrons and patronesses for toPi Beta Phi—Louise Calderwood, Mil- held March 26 to 29 at the University of enter only two events on the program.
chairman, and Stanwood R. Searles. dred Dixon, and Margaret
"We are twat mg tic tlueshold of a new night's big event will be: President and
Maine, are being rapidly completed. The
Snow.
'Theodore S. Curtis. faculty manager of
Mrs. Harold S. Boardman, Mr. James A.
programs
of
day.
activities
the
We shall see greater changes in the
of
the
week
will
Alpha Omicron Pi—Henrietta Cliff,
athletics and coach of the winter sports
Gannett and Mrs. Adrian Gannett, Dean
soon
be
printed. From March 1 to March team, has aided
Barbara Bertels, Louise Averill, Marthe committee in the ar- next few decades than have been seen in and Mrs. Lainert S. Corbett, Professor
jorie Young, Marjorie Murch, Louise 22 a series of ten radio lectures, describ- rangements together with Miss Marion thousands of years. They will include and Mrs. Benjamin
C. Kent, Professor
Hastings, Caroline Adams, Alice Coffin, ing the plans of the various programs of Rgers, instructor in physical education justice and liberty, the rights of
and Mrs. Stanley M. Wallace, Profesmany
Farm
and Home Week, will be broadcast. for women.
Margaret Thayer, Charlotte Miller, Mabel
and the rights of une. They will include sor and Mrs. Chester A. Jenkins, ProAshworth. Emily Elmore, Elizabeth I Although the complete program is not
One
of
time
interesting
factors of the social control and individual initiative, fessor and Mrs. Fred M. Brice, Mr. and
John Fogarty and Frank Fellows Gardner, Margaret
Sewall, Phyllis Phil- yet published a brief schedule of eachday's carnival will be that students will get their freedom of thought, law and order, scien- Mrs. William C. Kenyon, and Mr.
and
Play for First Indoor Tennis
ips. Beatrice Jones, Elizabeth Shiro, Gen- activities has been issued. On Monday, first glimpse of several
outstanding mem- tific advancement for the good of all, not Mrs. Theodore S. Curtis.
March
26,
registratio
there
eva Epstein, and Marion Martin.
will be
n lit hers of the varsity winter
Title Ever Open
sports outfit in for the benefit of a few. There will be
Selection of Queen
Phi Mu—Alice McMullen, Anna Currie, the afternoon and evening, also milking ai.tion. All the meets that the Curtis- social justice after ten thousand years of
At intermission the announm•ement of
match of the indoor tennis Nancy Woods, Vivian Dow, Ruth Sylves- and judging contests, discussion of gov- 1 ("ached men have participated in have privilege. It is coming as sure as the the QUCC11 Of
the Ball will be made, and
ernment regulation of money, community been away from
• decide the indoor champion- ter, Amora Peavey, Pauline Calvert.
home and naturally it has rising sun," said Sherwood Eddy, noted the lucky young lady will be awarded a
singing, dancing. and other forms of en- been impossible
on Friday night, Februto see them in actual com- world traveller, lecturer, and author, in beautiful twelve inch bronze loving cup,
tertainment. March 27 will be federated petition.
•.00 o'clock in the Memorial
concluding his address on "Danger Zones suitably inscribed to
designate her newly
women's club day, farm bureau day. and
This is the first championThe student fans arc especially anxious in the Social Order" before a thousand acquired honor. The queen
will be seroadside market day. Discussion of the to watch Lewis Hardison
for indoor tennis ever held at
students
and
faculty
members of the Uni- lected by a secret committee basing its
in the snowshoe
vegetable
growers
program,
farm
tax
ity, and will be an annual
dash. Hardison is perhaps the most out- versity of Maine in the Alunmi Memorial selection on a basis of beauty, personalit
y,
problems, and recognition of outstanding standing dashman
ever to sport the colors Gytnnasium Friday morning.
character, and popularity. She will be
farmers
and
homemake
also
are
rs
slated
of
the Pale Blue and he is considered one
,ts this year are John Fogart;, Miss Lengyel, Miss Rogers and Six
Mr. Eddy, after being introduced by picked from the floor. Also at intennisfor this day.
; rank Fellows '37. Both are ex(Continued on Page Five)
President Harold S. Boardman, proceed- shiii refreshments will fie served.
Women Entertained Saturday
Grange day, pasture improvement day,
, t-urnament players, and in the
ed in his clear forceful and inspiring
At Lewiston Meeting
Georgians Popular Here
potato day, and agricultural finance day
style to point out the danger spots in the
•••ornament have come through a
Ratinel and tits Georgians who
will be Wednesday, !starch 28. At 3:20
present world situation. Ile began with will provide the music
I.myers. The match will go to
Eight University of Maine representatonight are well
p.m. a federation of agricultural associat three ,,ut of five sets. Um- tives left the campus last Friday
Germany, saying that Germany is trying known on the campus.
to attend
and are considered
will
be
held, besides a discussion of
, oteree will be Coach Small and
to reassert its sovereignty and independthe annual Bates College Play Day at
(Continued on Page Five)
the Child Health Institute and home
•:r tis. respectively.
Tho CWA is offering an exceptional ence to the alarm of the surrounding counLewiston Saturday. The Maine delegation
grounds.
On
Thursday,
March
29,
the opportunity for all women in need of tries, Ift said that Adolph Ifitler, desoperation of the Intramural Ath- consisted of Miss Lengyel. Miss Rogers,
last day of the week. livestock day. nom- financial aid.
..•—ciation has made it possible for
Thirty positions are open pite the good that he has done, is the most
Winifred Cushing. Caroline Adams, Jane
Club to offer the novel aurae- Chase, Frances Johnson, Louise Steeves, °logical day, and better homes day will on campus, typing Or di ling office work for dangerous man in the world today, and
be observed. On the same date there will Mr. Gannett
:. !mins by electric light, and the
and various other officials. , if there is a world war, will be the reand Francelia
be meetings of the Breed Association. On All applications
Memorial Gymnasium gives
should be made to Dean sponsible man. Ile went on to point out
Miss I.engyel and Miss Rogers were every
evening old fashioned dances and Vii'-on, aml it is
ty of Maine the finest indoor guests at the faculty residence, and the
advisable to do so before that Europe was warned that a Hitler Seven
Men, Five Women in Three
sings will be held. The last event of Farm Tuesday
...lot north of Boston. General girls stayed
Miss
as
Wilson will be out of would come into 'sower unless Germany
at Cheney House. On Sat- and Home Week
Colleges
is the annual banquet. town fir a short time after that.
Receive All "A's" at
• o will be fifty cents; students and
was
given
relief,
and
that
Hitler
has
come.
Only
urday morning after attending chapel,
:,,Imitted free on presentation of
Several members of the College of those who can not continue their college
Mid-Year Ranking
Intense interest was shown as Mr.
skating was enjoyed by all the girls.
Agriculture will speak in the ten radio work this semester without financial aid Eddy touched Austria, the hot bed of
• cards.
After lunch, a council meeting was held
Twelve students at the University of
broadcasts previous to Farm and Home need apply. So far eighteen women have riots in Europe last week. He said that
in the college gymnasium, with important
Week. Over thirty will lecture dewing applied, and there are still a few post- Chancellor IN,Ifuss, a would-be pocket Maine made A's in all their subjects for
matters concerning Athletic Associations
the first semester according to a statethe week itself.
lions open.
(Continued on Page Two)
and future play days being discussed. The
ment made this week by Registrar James
remainder of the afternoon was spent in
Gannett, An A in a subject means that
the Cabin in the Woods, to which some
the student made from 95 to 1(X) in that
• , r Allen vs o apisanti.d l Presi- skiied and sonic snoseshoed. Cocoa and
•
subject on the percentage basis, and for
'leo! I
Quinn of the Student Senate to crackers were served.
one student to make nothing hut A's in
replace Paul Robbins on the Student Loan
In the evening, a formal banquet was
all subjects taken is the rare exception.
und rommittee at a meeting
of the Sen- held in Rand Ilan. At the banquet Winibration. you sec, and what a program!
By John C. Willey
Those attaining that honor here were:
Unisersity Orchestra. This was followed
ale held last night in Rogers Hall.
fred Cushing was a speaker, and gave a
A short time before the Carnival, the by an exhibition of fireworks. The Cam- Actor T. Abbott, Jr., of Trevett, in the
Page presented the report of the toast to health. She invited the colleges
Ski suits. evening gowns. and tuxedoes,
!. on election rules, stating that to attend Maine's Play Day next year.
jumbled together. flavored with hilarity.' Intramural Association sent out 500 let- Plis of that week speaks particularly of College
F.
en of
'36.,rei
o
cfilltigy
lsw;mirtNhl.Colliegin
iss A ea of
:imittee saw no need for drastic
and set against a background of snow, ters to Alumni with Carnival seals in- the beauty and impressiveness of the last
:n the roles, and recommending PSYCHOLOGICAL FAIR IS
mean only one thing t,, the Maine student : closed, If one wished to keep the seals.' piece, which was a representation of time Agriculture; Henry B. Gallison '35, of
Hancock Point, College of Technology;
.
'''ate repre entatives who conduct
he or she sent a dollar to the committee • word
SIGMA MU SIGMA PLAN this year—Winter Carnival!
Friday morning was featured by the Maurice K. Goddard '35, of Portland,
Whether we know it or not, we are ye- to help along the cause. A Carnival tag
and secm,lim.sry election meetings
ted in the el-ction rules before
Sigma Mu Sigma is planning a Psy- viving a good old Maine custom with the day was also held, at which time tag' I preliminary heats of the winter sports College of Agriculture; Joseph W. Jatit the meetings. l!e ;miller ree- chological Fair. It is to be held for the Carnival this winter : for 1928 was the Were SON at 25 cents each. It was really events, and in the afternoon, a demonstra- kevicius '36, of Thompsotiville, Conn.,
d that definite notice of the time benefit of the Orono Community House. last year in which an actual carnival took imperative that money be raised in this tion of fancy skating by Bernard Burke College of Arts and Sciences; Lewis M.
of such meetings be given. The Aptitude tests and psychological games place. The Ball has, of course, been held fashion, for an expenditure of $1,460 had of Montreal was presented. Then in the Hardison '34, of Caribou, College of Agriculture; Louis C. LeSieur '35, of Biddeis accepted and tabled.
will be featured. The admission fee, 15 annually, and has always been looked for- been planned. If you are interested in evening. the boys donned their roommates'
hions of ways and means of rats- cents in the afternoon and 25 cents in the ward to as one of the high spots of the statistics, that amount represents approxi- tux shirts and went to the Carnival Ball. ford, College of Arts and Sciences; Miss
Arlene Merrill '36, of Bangor. College of
:7 for the Student Loan Fund evening, will include many of these amuse- social calendar, but the snowshoe dashes.' mately twice the cost of snow removal on
Saturday was set aside for the sport
Arts and Sciences; Miss Marjorie Macle by various members of the ments. The committee in charge of ar- the slaloms, and the ski-jumping had been the campus so far this year.
events. Aside from the various winterKinnon '37, of Topsham. College of Arts
,iter they had been called for by rangements, Dr. Dickinson, Dr. Brush, forgotten.
Now as to the actual program. Thurs- sport events, in which eds and co-eds alike
Exactly 12 years ago yesterday the first day afternoon was set aside for the re- competed, a basketball game between Col- and Sciences; Edwin H. Rand, of Unity.
,flitter.
Mildred Haney. and Bill Crockett. have
Winter Carnival to be staged on the Uni- ception of guests. Festivities really be- by and Maine for the New England a special student; Miss Alice R. Stewnot announced the date.
A sum of money found on Febversity of Maine campus ended. The gan that evening with the presentation in championship was held. The celebration art '37, of Brunswick, College of Arts
and Sciences; and Miss Ruth S. %Valenta
LuitY 10 has been turned in to the
Manley Sproul '37 has returned to Au- dates for the great event were February I Alumni Hall of a program, sponsored by was completed Sunday with banquets.
'34, of South China, College of Arts and
K•Zic`rar's office.
IS, 19, and 20, 1922. A three day cele- the Masque, the musical clubs, and the
gusta for an appendicitis operation.
(Continued on Page Two)
Sciences.
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What George Said About It
Maine,
.,,orrow the 'c :
along with the rest ut the L lilted States,
will honor the nations first president,
George Washington. At Maine he will
be honored by a holiday and by a winter
sports carnival.
It is, of course, a very nice thing to
honor the man who commanded the American armies during the Revolution, and
who served as the first head of the government, but let us remember when we
are enjoying our holiday, something that
George Washington said in his farewell
address, when he was retiring from his
second term as president. Concerning foreign nations, he urged "friendly relations
with all ; entangling alliances with none."
Just how Mr. Washington meant "entangling alliances with none" may not be
entirely clear. But it is hardly possible
that he meant that the United States
ought to isolate itself from the rest of the
world. No doubt he would have favored
a real league of nations. What he advised
against was secret treaties, or any treaties, in which the United States promised
to support another nation.
Perhaps it is impossible to maintain
friendly relations with all nations and at
the same time avoid entangling alliances,
and perhaps it is not. At any rate, the
United States has not carried out the advice of the man who was first in war,
peace, and the hearts of his countrymen.
In February, 1934, the advice that
George 'Washington gave to the United
States when it was in its infancy can well
be followed. The world situation is certainly not encouraging, and seems not to
be improving. Trouble is brewing in Austria. France, Italy. Germany, Russia, and
Japan. Ii a break does come. powerful
influences will be brought to play upon
the United States government to ally itself with one side or another, and it will
be difficult, because of the type of men
who will bring these influences, to resist
them. They will be of course, mostly
business men whose prodims are used in
warfare, and who have behind them large
amounts of capital, which it wisely used
can priwitice votes in Congress.
Then will be the time for the legislators oi the nation to remember those remarks made by Hon. George W'ashington
over a century and a quarter ago, and
strive to the utmost to maintain friendly
relations with all nations and entangling
alliances with none.

These Book Agents
(111h:y •In'akeis shOUld not attempt
_Xs,

to sell book• at the end of their talk. This
fact was brought home only too well at
assembly last week, when Sherwood Eddy. after a brilliant and enlightening talk.
closed it with an anticlimax by telling
about his book.
Admittedly a college audience knows
that the speaker does not come here to
sell hooks. We grant also that the college audience will probably profit by reading the recommended hook, and that a
college audience should be able to take
the material presented in the address and
correlate it with his other material on
the subject, and the selling of the book
should have nothing to do with what the
audience gets out of the talk.
Nevertheless, when a •I•CAPT ch,Ses hi'
spfeall and then picks up Ins hook from
the table and tells the audience that,
though the book was printed to coo $2.50,
they can purchase it for a ebillar, it spoils
the effect of his talk, reduces the amount
of faith that the audience places in him,
and tends to reduce the number of persons attending a••enq.lies.

Sees Dawn of New Day for
Humanity
(Continued from Page ( '
hta• plunged .A
Intl/
Vi:
in s4, doing has lost the sympathy
of the rest of Europe.
"Austria today is the danger zone of
Europe. The National Socialists. or
Nazis. will have no difficulty in seizing
}Her,

war, and

Rev. Trust Speaks at
First Lenten Service

FAMOUS REMARKS

WOMEN WILL COMPETE IN
EVENTS AT W.S. CARNIVAL

ihe MAIN

NCDPUS

Leisure grows in popularity, now that
The Winter Carnival is attracting great
so many people wonder what is the use
of working so hard for money when you' interest this year since for the first ill
, thfeorptrhie
deoatihid
erjonyvonfinS
aout
inhth
Peariiis,
,ST 131.
:
1 , THAT N.leorryrisstJudodus
brhas
will lose it ii you try to save it.—Elmer in many years women are to compete in .
become
ary
Day is.
room, took down the first copy of the
rushed
into
the
reading
events.
Ne‘eral
kntyclopaedia that he could find, and rushed over to a table and sat down
The women will be divided into fourl
There never was a had man that had
busily reading ....It is said that his ears were red at the time....What's this
trains, each taking its name from some
ability for good service.—Burke.
Marjorie Dean
Tarbell-Fuller rumor that is running around the campus 7
• •••••
color,--contrary to a former announceStevens '32 has added another pin to her collection.. ..This time that of Elment
that
the
teams
would
represent
thel
It is not unlikely that in the next 50
most amusing incident occurred not long ago at the Phi
liot Sturgis
years America will be divided into two three wornen's dormitories and the offEta house. It seenis that Louise Steeves, the beautiful brunette from Lincoln,
worlds; the world of Peter and the world campus women. Cups will be awarded,
brushed past the pocket of Art Hoyt, and Art suddenly became conscious of
to the winning tram and individual high
of Pan.—Dr. Fulton Sheen.
the fact that a package of matches in his pocket had become combusted, and
••••••
scorers will receive ribbons.
much was the mirth thereof.....With Dick Chase back with us again the
The women may compete in all four
It is as important for purposes of
famous Chase-Sanborn romance seems to have started up again....Or maythought to keep languages efficient as it is events—the 75 yard snowshoe dash,
be it has been going on all the time, and we didn't know about it ....Roger
in surgery to keep tetanus bacilli out of 100 yard ski race, the obstacle relay, aol
Burke. the Holderness flash, is reported to have spent part of the week-end
the obstacle ski race. It has not been
one's bandages.—Ezra Pound.
Dover-Foxcroft.... Dick Gordon has given up his tonsorial experiment
•
•
••••
decided as yet whether the obstacle relay
as a bad job. and just as he was beginning to look like a real old time Sheik
America is a land where, if you re- will be with snowshoes or skis. These ,
too.. _Isn't it about time the Reed-Whittemore romance obtained a bit of
ceive the count, the crowd doesn't want to events will take place at intervals durpublicity
Carl Addison Whitman, the East Auburn lad, claims that there
ing the afternoon.
hear your groans.—W. G. Fern.
;sift a girl on campus who can make him fall in love with her
And tomorrow
EDDY SPEAKS ON RUSSIA
• •••••
The committee in charge of the womthe winter carnival will take our attention, and the crowd will be there, despite
AT COUNTRY CLUB FORUM
Sweet are the slumbers of the virtuous en's events is Win Cushing, Dot Davis,'
the fact that the grand Intramural Ball takes place tonight....Three guesses,
man.—Addison
Alice Campbell, and Shirley Young.
ivho will be the queen.... We claim that within two hundred guesses this
members
and
stuNeary 100 faculty
column could announce the name uf the queen with ease.....The first signs
dents heard Sherwood Eddy talk on SoThose people are strongest who do not
The Women's Rifle Team, scheduled to
approaching spring (so is Christmas) were observed on Sunday afternoon
viet Russia at the Penobscot Valley Counin an emergency let their emotions dom- meet Reno, Nevada, next week, has been
Atien
a couple was seen studying on the library steps
Nnd aren't these
Following
a
try Club. Friday evening.
inate their reason.—Aristide Briand.
selected by Captain Wear. The eighteen'
house parties being well attended.,. Everyone thought that the Jordan-Cumdinner, Mr. Eddy gave his address, which
• • • • • •
girls chosen were Shirley Young, Doris
!flings romance was a thing of ancient history, but apparently such is not the
dealt with the things we can learn from
There is no road or ready way to vir- Newman, Ruth Shurtleff, Elizabeth Jorcase.... That's all there is, except, of course, what was missed.
lack
Russia. He pointed out the defects;
tue.—Browne.
dan, Janet Campbell, Barbara Edes, Elizof initiative and ambition caused by reabeth Gifford, Ruth Goodwin, EileenL
moval of private industry, dogmatic athePretty good poetry, said Professor Brown, Gertrude Titcomb, Rachel Carism, lack of political freedom.
Copeland of Harvard. is like pretty good roll, Betty Hart, Avis Lovejoy, Phyllis
ART EXHIBIT ON DISPLAY
RIFLE SCHEDULE
He emphasized the justice upon which eggs.—David Carb.
Philips. Peggy Thayer, Helen Titcomb,
AT HOME OF D. W. MORRIS
the Soviet plan is founded, the equality
Janet Stillman, and Emily Elmore.
The schedule of the varsity rifle team,
of classes which makes unity in a nation.
Wouldst thou both eat thy cake and
For the past four weeks an exhibit
announced recently by Captain Loren P.
Discussion of points interesting to the have it ?—George Herbert, 1600.
Seventy-five couples attended an inmodernistic
art paintings has been on disUniversity
of
Maine
Stewart.
coach
of
the
audience followed, and Mr. Eddy an• •••• •
formal party at the Kappa Sigma house
play at the home of Delyte W. Morris,
swered questions.
been
announced
as
follows:
rifle
team.
has
How disgusting.—P. G. Pendell.
last Saturday night. The chaperons were
instructor of public speaking and varsity
Delegates were present from various
February 24
Mrs. Webster, Dean and Mrs. Corbett,
campus organizations. the YAV.C.A., Post
debating coach. The paintings are the
team
romped
Juniiir
girls'
basketball
The
and Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Hincks,
Massachusetts State College
Prandial, M.C.A., and fraternities and away with a 58-8 victory over a weak frosh
work of Joseph and are in oils and water
Mechanical
Oklahoma
Agricultural
and
John Sealey was in charge of the affair,
sororities.
College
colors.
sextet Monday evening in a fast contest. and introduced several novelty dances inDePauw University
cluding "Paul Jones" and "Slipper DancJoseph, whose real name is Joseph M.
A half-million dollar anthropological MacLellan and Stone co-starred for the
ing." Lew Kyer played for the dancing.
March 3
Sheridan, is one of the leading artists of
workshop. for the study of the early days juniors.
During the intermission ice cream and
Mississippi State College
the modern school of realistic painters and
of mankind, has been opened at Santa
The junior II team, a quintet, defeated cookies were served.
Michigan State College
Fey, N. ,Mex.
at present he is teaching art at Mills Colthe sophomore B team the same evening.
Kansas State College
lege in California. His works have been
Richard G. Chase '36, of Limestone, reThe score at the final whistle was 40-32.
March 16
Winter Carnival Once Lasted Three Coffin scored 30 points for the sophs.
widely acclaimed and the artist has returned to college on Saturday. He is a
Lehigh University
Days. And How!
ceived awards at the Chicago Art Instimember of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraIowa State College
(Continued from l'age Ow/
tute and the Minneapolis Institute of Art.
Catherine Bussell '36, of Old Town, ternity and was circulation manager on
•••••.10,••••
University of California
moved to Balentine Hall on Saturday and the Freshman last year. He has been
The art display attracted an unusual
sleigh rides, and snowshoe tramps.
March 17
intends to spend the rest of the college working hut plans to finish the college
atnount of interest and drew many
fun
to
be
The Carnival was too much
year. having been away one semester.
year there.
Geurgoown uni:versity
lovers to the Morris home. It was threat]
given up. and for six years it was conthe courtesy of Mrs. Fremont G. Herring,
tinued, each year witnessing a bigger and
Dr. F. R. Wulsin of the University of
It has been ascertained that the Mayan
Cedric Porter Russell, Rumford, Maine, founder of the Provincetown Art Colony
better program. It became the custom, Indians settled in America some time Pennsylvania has found a buried city of has been pledged to Alpha Gamma Rho of Massachusetts, that Mr.
Morris was
for example, for the fraternities to hold prior to the fourth century B.C.
the bronze age, 3,000 B.C.. in Persia.
Fraternity.
able to exhibit Joseph's works.
formal house parties during this period
with open-house procedure being carried
•
out. People came from far and near for
•
the Carnival. In 1926, reduced trainfares
for round-trip tickets were offered by the
railroads.
In 1928, however, the Carnival was
poorly attended by students. many of them
taking advantage of the school recess to
go home. This was a sad development ;
for it proved to be the fatal blow to what
had promised to become a tradition at
Maine.
Tomorrow we are going hack into the
last decade, and will bring back to life
the Winter Carnival as it used to be. It
is true that tomorrow's program suffers
in comparison to those of former years.
but we are at least making a start.
Reverend Harr) Trust, president ut the
Bangor Theological Seminary, was the
speaker this afternoon in the first of the
series of Lenten Services held in the Little
Theatre in Alumni Hall under the auspices of the Maine Christian Association.
The subject presented by Rev. Trust
was "Adventuring With the Nazarene,"
and proved inspiring and enlightening to
the gathering of students and faculty
members present. As a part of the program Alfred Schriver '37 rendered several violin solos.
The second of this series of programs
will be held on February 28 in the Little
Theatre. Cecil G. Fielder, general secretary of the Maine Christian Association,
will be the speaker. This series will be
carried on each Wednesday afternoon
throughout Lent

Loading a pipe,son

9

is like building a fire
4 N.

Austria from within or without," Mr.
Eddy warned.
Saying that b.: is not an alarmist, Mr.
Eddy claimed that no one country wants
war. He said that Germany is not ready
for war, although she is determined on
annexing Austria in defiance of treaties
and the surromcling countries. France.
he said, is at present turn by internal
strife.
Telling of an interview with an official
of the Russian government during the past
summer. Mr. Eddy miscued that Russia
has two danger zones. One is Hitler and
Fascism in Germany. which may involve
Russia in war, and the other is the Japanese. who have seized Manchuria front
China, and threaten to invade Russia. Mr.
Eddy pointed out that Japan is not economically in a tiosition to is age war with
Russia. He said that in any case. there
is no reason why America or Europe
should be drawn into a Russo-Japanese
conflict, because it would be a localized
affair.
Ciimmenting further on Russia. he said
that the Russian expe
int will result
in good and evil, and greater gi sal and evil
than resulted from the French Revolution.
The evils of the Russian experiment. he
said. are the denial of liberty. violence and
compulsion, and dogmatic atheism, not
for all inhabitants of Russia, but for
members of the Communist party in Russia.
The good that will come from the experiment are, the example of a country
trying to build a new social order based
on justice. and ending unemployment. and
a country trying to build a classless society with equal brotherhood. In comparing the United States with Soviet
Russia he said that in the United States
we have liberty without justice, and in
Russia there is justice without liberty.
Naming the danger zones at home he
listed the lynching problem and the action
of Governor Rolph of California in sanctioning the recent lynching there, the unequal distribution of wealth, the slums in
our cities. racial discrimination. and the
farmers losing their farms through the
foreclosure of mortgages

if you want to build
a fire you've got to have
the right kind of chimney, and
you've got to have the right kind
of wood, seasoned right and
packed right in the fireplace. If
you've got all this, it's easy to
light up.
0W
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ranger Rough Cut
the pipe tobacco that's MILD
the pipe tobacco that's COOL
MYIRITOIL4CCO CO.

An Apache
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THE
MAGA

"It's pretty near the same way
in smoking a pipe. Now if you've
got Granger Tobacco— the right
kind of pipe tobacco — any old
pipe will do.
"And if you put in a pinch at a
time and pack it down good and
tight—the way to load a pipe—all
you need to do is strike a match.
''Granger smokes sweet and cool
right down to the bottom of the
bowl.
"That'spipe comfort, I tell you."
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FIFTY COUPLES AT PHI
SNOWBALL CABARET IS
L.IMBDA CHI HOUSE IS
SCENE OF MUCH GAIETY
ETA VALENTINE PARTY
MADE INTO APACHE DEN
.An Apache Den was a scene of much
rrinient at the Lambda Chi house on
i- riday evening. Black cats on the walls
:dtd streamers, from the lights were the
decorations. Suitable costumes were in
Ida and they were so strange that often
one failed to recognize his best friend.
liarpo Marx was one of the notorious
guests of the evening and he amused
e‘eryone with his antics which almost
everyone has seen on the screen.
Jane Raffnel, the daughter of Lloyd
Raffnel, whose Georgians played for the
Apaches, was another guest of the evening. She is only thirteen but has a
beautiful voice and caused quite a sensation. She sang My Old Mws and Keep
Young and Beautiful.
At intermission all were taken to the
Den which was made realistic by sawdust
Allti candlelight, where ice cream and
cookies were servell. Punch was served
during the evening.
Mrs. Florence Merrill, the house
mother, chaperoned with Prof. and Mrs.
S. M. Wallace and Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Kenyon. The committee in charge was
Woodrow Marcille, Kenneth Levensalor,
and Paul Langlois.

ROLLER SKATING PARTY
BY S.A.E. ENJOYED
Seventy-five freshmen spent last Thursday evening at the Chateau in Bangor at
a roller skating party, as the guests of
S.A.E. Many of the boys had never been
on roller skates, and their difficulties added much to the merriment of the party.
Several races were in order. One was
a barrel race, and another was a general
race. Some of the boys discovered the
next morning that they were a bit lame.
The party was transported to Bangor
and hack on a special car. On returning
to the S.A.E. house apples and pop corn
were served.

Kappa Delta Pi scored with its annual
Snowball Cabaret in Alumni Gym on
Friday night. Larry Miller and his hears
did their best to melt the artificial snow
scattered throughout the hall, and the
Esquimeaux running the cabaret did well.
The decorations for the affair were
worthy of note. for icicles were hung under all the windows, and crossed snowshoes on each window added to the coolness of the atmosphere. Pine trees surrounding the chaperons' booth and decorating the cabaret were also there.
At intermission entertainment was provided by Hen Conklin. Harry Saunders.
and Bob Hamilton with their musical trio,
and vocal solos by Dana Sidelinger and
Ken Alley.
Arne Menton was chairman of the committee in charge of the dance, and the
DEAN WILSON ENTERTAINS chaperons were: Dean and Mrs. 0. S.
FOR ALL MAINE WOMEN Lutes, Dr. and Mrs. John R. Crawford.
Dean of Women Edith Wilson enter- Professor and Mrs. Ernest Jackman, and
tained the All Maine Women at her home Dr. George W. Small.
in Orono at dinner Sunday evening. Dr.
Caroline Colvin, former Dean of Women GRECIAN BANQUET HELD
at the University, and one of the founders
BY PHI MU SORORITY
of the All Maine Women, was guest of
Phi Mu sorority entertained its rushees
honor.
at a Grecian banquet, held at the Y.W.
Among those present in addition to Dr. C.A. building, Bangor, Thursday evening.
Colvin and Dean Wilson were: Fern Al- The meal consisted wholly of Greek
len. president of the organization, Doro- food, and Shirley Young, garbed in a
thy Davis, Francelia Dean, Alice Dyer, Grecian costume, made a delightful toastMildred Haney, Ruth Harding, and Shir- mistress.
ley Young.
Following the banquet, Mrs. Mandy
gave a talk on Greece. and a tap dancing
NEIL CALDER WOOD PLAYS act was presented. There were about 45
AT PHI GAM SMOKER girls and several alumnae present at this
The Phi Gams entertained a large num- novel affair.
ber of freshmen last night at a smoker
Chi Omega sorority entertained its
held in the chapter house. One of the
high lights of the evening was the piano rushees at a tea held at the home of Dr.
playing of Neil Calderwood '32. Bruce and Mrs. Adams in Orono Thursday afMoyer was in charge of the smoker and ternoon. Open face sandwiches, small
cakes, mints, tea, and coffee were served.
provided many interesting games.

About fifty couples danced to the music
of Perley Reynolds and his orchestra at
a Valentine Party at Phi Eta Kappa on
Friday evening of last week. Ever so
many red hearts were strung around the
walls, and gay colored balloons hung from
the ceiling. The atmosphere was one of
festivity. Favors of red and white paper
covered horns, and old fashioned bouquets
of lollypop were given to those present.
A slipper dance was one of the features
of the evening. Punch was served continually, and ice cream and crackers were
served at intermission.
The chaperons were Mrs. Carrie Linn
Blanchard, Professor and Mrs. James
Moreland, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lamoreau.
The social committee consisted of J.
Winston Hoyt and M. Milton MacBride.

MISS ESTELLE
ENTERTAINS CHI OMEGA
The memiiers of Xi Beta Chapter of
Clu Omega sorority and its patronesses
were entertained with a buffet supper by
alumnae of the sorority at the home of
Miss Estelle Nason, in Orono, Sunday
evening.
After supper Miss Pauline Davee entertained the audience with several vocal
solos and Mrs. Arthur Stevens gave a
number of readings. In closing, the entire group sang Chi Omega songs.
Patronesses attending were Mrs. George
Simmons, Mrs. Everett DaVer, Mrs.
Frederic Youngs. and Mrs. Paul Cloke.
Alumnae
present
were
Mildred
Schrumpf, Rita Morrell, Mauna Footman, Estelle Nason, Vina Adams, Elizabeth Foster, Mary Bean, Helen Hincks,
Lois Burr, Mabel Stewart, Grace Grant,
Lucy Farrington, and Beryl Bryant.

TRI DELTS BROADCAST
PARTY FROM BANGOR

DELTA ZETA ENTERTAINS
BETA PHI HAS STEAK
AT MISS IVILLARD'S HOME
DINNER AT RUSH PARTY
Pi Beta Phi entertained members and
guests at a formal rushing party in the
Methodist Church rooms in Bangor. Saturday evening. A steak dinner was served
by alumnae members, followed by an entertainment. hazel Feero did a tap dance,
and an anmsing pantomime was presented. The guests played games. and
the party ended with the singing of sorority songs. There were about fifty
present.

FIFTY COUPLES ATTEND
THETA CHI INFORMAL
The Theta Chi mid-winter informal
took place Saturday evening, February 17.
Over 50 couples danced to the music of
Larry Miller. who led the orchestra himself, Neil Calderwood playing the piano.
Punch was served during the evening, and
ice cream and cookies at intermission.
Mrs. Blanche Roberts was the chapemit. Major and Mrs. S. S. Eberle and
Captain and Mrs. H. A. Wear were guests
of Ow fraternity. Carl F. Ingraham was
chairman of the committee which consisted
of Herschel O'Connell and Frank Peasell.

Delta Delta Delta entertained rushees
at the formal opening of Alpha Kappa
Club of Tri Delt, at the Atlantic Night
Gardens in Bangor, last Friday night.
A number of night club entertainers
broadcast a program over VVLBZ of BanKitta Davis returned to college Saturgor. Among these were Roberta Lewis, day, February 17, front Mechanic Falls
who sang. Bessie Grey, who played violin where she has been recovering front an
selections, and a certain small imitator attack of the mumps.
of Mae \Vest. "The Fatal Quest," a skit,
was time feature of the evening. Dancing
was enjoyed between the courses of a
chicken dinner. The night club closed
with the singing of sorority songs.

Arlene Merrill '34 is ill with appendicitis.

MRS. HINCKS ENTERTAINS
CHI OMEGA'S AT PARTY
The last in a series of Chi Omega rushing parties was held at the. home of Mrs.
Maynard Ilincks in Orono Saturday afternoon. The feature of the afternoon's
entertainment was a cattily pull in which
all the girls had a hand, also games were
played. Jean Campbell was awarded a
lollypop for the best guesser in a guessing
game. Refreshments consisted of popcorn, fudge, ice cream, cake, and coffee.

FIFTEEN COTTLE'S ATTEND
TAU El'!'!!! VIC PARTY
The Tau Epsilon Phi house was the
scene of a victrola party attended by 15
couples Saturday evening. Arthur Mintz
and 1.es Meyer were in charge of the
affair ancrchaperons were Mr. and Mrs.
A. Goldsmith of Orono.

TONIGHT

A 0 PI TEA HELD AT
ROSEMARY BOARDMAN'S
A tea was given for freshman and upperclass rushees by the Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority at Rosemary Boardman's
home on Saturday afternoon, February
17, from three to four-thirty o'clock.
About 25 girls were guests of the sorority.
Bridge was played by some and jig-sa,.
puzzles were done by others.
Everyone joined in singing sorori.,
songs just before leaving. Rosemar.
Boardman '30 and Marie Archer
poured.

Delta Zeta sorority entertained its
rushees Thursday. Leaving Balentine on
snowshoes, the girls crossed the river to
the home of Mildred Willard on Bennoch
St. Working in pairs girls became generally stuck in the candy and then ate their
wa yout. When the sun went down toboganning. with and without toboggans,
was in order, later the group snow shoed
home.
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INTRAMURAL BALL
Music by

LLOYD RAFFNEL AND HIS GEORGIANS
MAINE'S BEST
New t; v

8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

LEW KYER PLAYS FOR
BETA KAPPA INFORMAL
Red hearts dangling from red and white
streamers served as an effective background for the Beta Kappa Informal held
last Friday night. About 30 couples were
present, while Lew Kyer's orchestra furnished the music. Refreshments of punch,
cookies, coffee and icecream were served.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Warren Bliss and Mr. and Mrs. Edward
I:rush.
Almon Cooper and Edward Lawrence
tad charge of the dance.

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year. These may be taken consecutively (M.D. in three years) or
three terms may be taken each year
M.D. in four years). The entrance
requirements are intelligence, character and at least two years of college
work, including the subjects specified
for Grade A Medical Schools. Catalogues and application forms may be
obtained from the Dean.

THE MARCH
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THE BRILLIANT NEW
MAGAZINE FOR MEN

ARTICLES
MAURICE MAETERLINCK
BERTRAND RUSSELL
JOHN DOS PASSOS
EMIL LUDWIG
ROARK BRADFORD
PAUL WHITE MAN
AND 79 OTHER BIG
FEATURES — 40 IN COLOR
•Two months ago they were
speaking of it as "that new
magazine for men " Now
they're cal 1ing it"the most civilized magazine in America."

ON SALE NOW

How areY()till nerves?
TRY '1111S TEST

It isn't cowardice
it's jangled nerves
No one likes a sudden,unexpected
noise. But if you jump or even
wince uncontrollably at such a
time—check up on yourself.
It isn't cowardice. It isn't timidity. (You'll find many ex-service
men doing the same thing.) It's
jangled nerves.

Get enough sleep—fresh air—recreation. And make Camels your
cigarette.
For you can smoke as many
Camels as you want. Their costlier tobaccos never jangle the
nerves of the most constant
smoker.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS
TUFTS COLLEGE

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

Fassmied 11100
into an important
lwaerh of health nervier in owlet. I., meet
obturatinn to humanity. it needy men
arid women
the highest intellect, backed
by ouperi.ir tramins.
Calk''
, men and "rumen who are inter.
mtert is a career in au. field of work may
%
1.1.a pruaritotin of the educational reqtairelbft I.. by add,mung

a

C

ISOM. D.M.D., Does
Tan* College Dewed Scheid
Hentiamis Ave.
I..om, Mare.

1

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT...
MEM

THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

tiovusi M. Se
+la

Take a pencil in your right hand, hold it about
two inches above the point. At the space marked
"start," begin to draw a continuous line backward and forward (touching the little markers
on either side). Stay within the side margins—
your lines must not cross. Be sure neither hand
nor arm touches the paper. Average time is 7
seconds.
Bill Cook (Camel smoker), famous hockey
— star, completed the test in 4 seconds.
cot-roast. v#1I. II. .1 Reynold/ Tobin-0i

DENTAL SCHOOL
hsperniniv ass developed

START—

TUNE IN.

CAMEL CARAVAN featuring Glen Gray's CASA LOMA Orchestra and other Headliners Every Tuesday and
Thursday at 10 P. M., ES.T.— P. M., C.S.T.--8 P. M., M.S.T.-7 P. M., P.S.T., over WABC-Columbta Network
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Rita E. Lancto, Doris E. Lawrence, Lou- and Hilda M. Packard.
through Aroostook County.
• •••••
i.E. LeSieur, Ruth E. Lord, Marion E.
FRESHMAN DEAN'S LIST
Martin, Arlene Merrill, Ernestine S.
The second series of co-ed basketball
AGRICULTURE
Gleaned from the files of the Mame
Gleaned from the filet of the Maine
Moore, James R. Morin, Nathan S.
Richard %V. Briggs, George H. Bryne.
games between Saturday in Alumni Gym,
AGRICULTURE
carnpur of February 24, 1933
Cam/tier of February 25, 1932
Morse, Stuart H. Mosher, Virginia C. Leslie M. Hutchings, George W. Littlewhen the seniors defeated the sophomore
David K. Abbott, Cheater D. BacheIler,, Nelson, Arthur B. Otis, Wilbert L. Pron- field, Robert E. NlcKusick, Robert L. OhIcy roads caused the injury of five stuAt a short meeting of the Student SenA
team 26 to 19. The freshman B team
Alan
Chatto,
A.
Lawrence
Blom,
Bernard
osost, Jr., Dorothy E. Romero, Abraham ler, Lucinda E. Rich, Sargent Russell, dents in two automobile accidents Sun- ate held Tuesday evening reports
were
was victorious over the Sophomore B
C. Corbett, Robert L. Cram, Beatrice E. Rosen. Mildred L. Sawyer, Benjamin Charles B. Sibley, and Lester H. Smith.
day and Monday, while another mishap heard from the committees on parking
Cummings, Roscoe F. Cuuzzo, John R. Shapero, Abraham Stern, Joyce Stevens,
team, winning four points over their opARTS AND SCIENCES
occurred
Monday afternoon when two and on the student loan fund. It was
Eliasson,
E.
Ann
Dorr,
Dean, Leunore F.
William L. Thompson, Martha I. Tuomi,
Robert L. Allen, Louise H. Averill;
ponents, the score, 31-27.
Paul L. Garvin, Maurice K. Goddard,1 Ruth S. %Valenta, Cynthia H. Wasgatt, Newell A. Avery, M. Leroy Bagley, Paul cars collided on campus with no one unanimously voted to adopt the recomhurt. Frederick Lunt, Daniel Cooney, and mendations of the loan fund committee to
Norman H. Gray, Leuis M. Hardison, Carl A. Whitman, Herbert T. %Vilbur, W. Burke, Celia Cohen,
Charlotte I.
A varied and instructive program was
Charles Costa, all freshmen, were inEdith B. Hill, Clara L. Hvdsdon, Kenneth Jr., John C. Willey. Richard P. Woos- Davis, Mildred M. Dixon, Faith
hold a drive by approaching classes thru presented in chapel last Friday
G. Folmorning
jured Monday afternoon.
E. Jones, Morris H. Judd, Wesley P. ter, Shirley C. Young, Minnie S. Zeitman. ger, Madeleine L. Frazier,
Albert Gass, ,
class meetings.
in
honor
of
George
Washington.
Judkins, Florence 1. Kaminsky, Norton
The
TECHNOLOGY
Betty Hart, George P. Hitchings. Floral
Eta Nu Pi Fraternity, one of the two I
P. Keene, Howard F. Knight, Ruth M.
address
of
the
morning
was
made
by
Lutz, Marjorie MacKinnon, Edward'
Actor T Abbott Jr. Robert C. Arey,
Seven students made As in all of their
local fraternities on the campus, has
Libby, Merle M. MacBride, William F.
President Boardman who spoke on George
Silas L. Bates, Gerald G. Beverage, Ben- H. Redman, Josephine W. Snare, Alice
changed its name to Delta Chi Alpha, courses for the fall semester.
Marten. George H. Northrup, Wesley S.
Washington as the Father of His Cow:
jamin R. Blackwell, Lloyd W. Burr, Wil- ,R. Stewart, Gerald E. Stoughton, James
••••••
and has already taken the preliminary
Norton, Ira J. Packard.
try.
ham E. Canders, Jr., John M. Coombs, W. Temple, Helen W. Thompson, Helen
Rehearsals are being held consistently
steps toward organizing a corporation tinPhilip S. Parsons. George Cs. Plump- Galen P. Eaton, John M. Etter, Henry E. Titcomb, and Ralph E. Wentworth.
der which the business of the fraternity and progress is being made on "Ladies
A new type of microscope has been
ton, Stephen L. Read, Charles H. Reed,1 W. Fales, Samuel T. Favor, John W.
SPECIAL STUDENT
of the Jury" which will be presented by developed at Princeton University by
will be carried on.
%Vavne S. Rich, Mabel E. Robinson, Flanagan, Henry B. Gallison, Richard A.
Dr.
David J. Shwachman.
the Maine Masque in Alumni Hall next E. Newton Harvey by which biologists
Claire S. Sanders, Ruth E. Shunleff, Gallop, Armand M. Giguere. Ira C. Gray,
TECHNOLOGY
Scoring, unofficially, a total of 41% Thursday evening under the direction of will be able for the first time to observe
Chester W. Smith, Edward L. Spalding, Jr., Ralph F. Hayes, Alvin L. Heald,
Wendell M. Bagley, Philip N. Bower, points, Coach Jenkins'
Pale Blue track- Professor Mark Bailey.
changes taking place within living cells,
Basil G. Staples, Robert A. Thomas, Mal- Stanley D. Henderson, Karl N. HendrickEverett L. Brewer, Henry M. Brown, sters were easy
winners in the Class B
when they are whirled about at speed,
colm L. Tilton, Glen W. Torrey. Clar- son, J. Porter Hennings, Robert A. Hill,
Woodford B. Brown, James C. Cameron, division of the Second Annual
The freshman basketball team won two between 10,000 and 12,000 revolutions
Intercolence K. Wadsworth, and Andrew E. Wat- Roger W. Hodgkins.
Jr., Douglas H. Carr, Kermit R. Cotes, legiate
Track Meet sponsored by the Uni- games out of three thus far on their trip minute.
son.
Arthur E. Hoyt, Jr., Edward C. Jor- William E. Crowell, Cranston W. Folley, versity
Club at the Boston Garden last
ARTS AND SCIENCES
dan, Lyndon M. Keller, Paul I. Knight, William S. Hunt, Gustava A. McLaughSaturday.
Fern E. Allen, Marcia Allen, Marie C. Bruce S. Longfellow, Francis J. Lord. lin, James B. Morrison, Jr., Shirley R.
Archer, Roy B. Augenstein, Elizabeth G. Richard G. Lull, Alpheus C. Lyon, Jr., Parsons, Arland W. Peabody, Richard
Fred M. Sanborn of Standish, a memBlethen. Darrell E. Brown, Alice W. Francis J. McAlary, Frank L. McCollum, A. Pfuntner, Morris D. Proctor, Lawber of the senior class, won the first. prize
Campbell, Robert S. Craigie,,Harold A. Harland F. McPherson, Richard H. Man- rence A. Severy, Richard M. Spear, Leonof $500 in the Game of Names Contest
Davis, James 0. Day, Howard E. Etter, sur, Richard E. Moore, Louis R. Mor- ard A. Thomson, Edward P. Wood.
sponsored by the Portland Maine PubD. Max Fitch, Kenneth C. Foster, Eliz- rison, Donald L. Pederson, AVillis G.
FRESHMAN A B LIST
MEALS and LIGHT LUNCHES
lishing Company. Sanborn finished with
Grinnell,
abeth A. Gifford, Eleanor E.
Pratt. Thomas A. Reed, Elliott A. Reid,
Louise G. Averill, Newell A. Avery, 2,434 points, which was almost a perfect
Served to
Mildred M. Haney, Ruth C. Harding, David H. Rubin. James W. Sanborn, Ken- Everett L. Brewer, Henry M. Brown,
score.
Margaret A. Harriman, George J. Har- rick A. Sparrow, Lawrence M. Tebbets, George H. Bryne, William E. Crowell,
Students and Faculty
rison, Thomas M. Hersey, Thomas M. Raymond B. Thorne, Robert F. Turner, Mildred M. Dixon, Faith G. Folger,
by
Hill. Faith \V. Holden. Norman M. Remsen S. Vaughn. William J. White. George P. Hitchings, Leslie M. Hutch- sell, Josephine NV. Snare. Richard M.
E.
E.
SPRUCE,
the
University
Caterer for last 12 years
Jackson, Joseph W. Jatkevicius.
Willard.
Robert P.
ings, Marjorie MacKinnon, Robert E. Spear, Alice R. Stewart, Gerald E.
Frederick B. Jones, Elizabeth P. Jor10 A.M.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
McKusick, Robert L. Ohler, Arland W. Stoughton, Helen \V. Thompson, Helen
12 P.M.
dan, Arnol,1 Kaplan, Edith C Kennard,
Orville J. Guptill, Jr., Clara H. Owen. Peabody, Lucinda E. Rich, Sargent RusTitcomh

I-OWE YEAR AGO

DEAN'S LIST

TWO YEARS AGO

SPRUCE'S
CABIN
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ihe tobacco
doe'not917/out
Every Lucky Strike is made from
the finest tobacco and only the
center leaves. Not the top leaves—
because those are under-developed
—not ripe. They would give a harsh
smoke. Not the bottom leaves—because those are inferior in quality.
They grow close to the ground,
and are tough, coarse and always
sandy. The center leaves are the
mildest leaves, for which farmers
are paid higher prices. Only these
center leaves are used in making
Luckies the fully packed cigarette
—so round, so firm—free from
loose ends. That's why Luckies
draw easily, burn evenly. And
remember—"It's toasted" — for
throat protection—for finer taste.

,

vt.
•••'.

• 7,xo;".....

‘fst"'

Direct from the
Metropolitan Opera House
Saturday at 1:45 P.M.. Eastern Standard
Time, over Red and Blue Networks of
NBC, Lucky Strike presents the Metropolitan Opera Company of New York in
the complete Opera, Tannhiuser.

.
0.

NOT the top leaves—they're under-developed
—they are harsh!

Always the Finest Tobacco
MIL 214 aaffticati Tobacco ompouy

nd only the Center Leaves

f
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The Cream ofthe Crot
.`The mildest, smoothest tobacco"
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

FROSH BASKETEERS 1GUILFORD HIGH DEFEATS
DEFEAT BIG GREEN FROSH B TEAM, 15-11

Masque To Present "Both Your
Houses"; Bailey, Bricker Act
(Consusited Irene Page One)

Georgians To Play at Intramural
Ball Tonight
on:mud trona Pays One)

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE

Iii The Library

Following is the schedule of the games
aticAs1 to the ,
Recent pamphlet mats
remaining to be played in the Intramural
mirably resisted by the seasoned cam- Maine's best dance orchestra. The) have
Vertical File.
The Frosh B team, after trailing the
Basketball Tournament.
paigners, and is eventually converted to appeared on the campus often, and have
BOOKS AND READING
Guilford High team 15-11 at the half way
played at other formals. Several times
After displaying only a mediocre brand
He
their
an
has
ranks.
enticing
quality
list
A
reading.
Students guide to good
February 24
throughout the year they appear on Cambasketball for three periods, the Frosh mark. spurted the third period scoring
and informafound themselves early seven points while holding Guilford to a of starry-eyed innocence which is indis- pus at house parties. The> have become of about 900 worthwhile titles
suddenly
te4111
A
inexpensive editions.
1 00 P.M. Sigma Phi Sigma vs. Facfive baskets single point but were finally defeated by pensible to the narrative involvet1 and a famous for their novelty renditions of tion concerning
in the final period and scored
ulty; Theta Chi vs. Faculty
ES
GAM
a
by
high
spurt
the
last
school
minute
Hebron
to
that
touch
somehow
defeat
of
ingenuousness
popular numbers It will- be remembered
rapid succession
2:00 P.M. TAU Epsilon Phi vs. IndeGames and tield day programs.
\.-adenly 30-21 Friday evening at the lads 24-20. at the Memorial Gym Satur- seems to fit in beautifully with the impres- that last sear the popular numbers which
pendents; Sigma Alpha
Stwits for spring.
day evening in a preliminary game to the
Memorial Gym.
sion that the play provides. Coming in they featured as novelties were "ChinaEpsilon vs. Faculty
game.
high
A
team-Lewiston
SCOUTS
town," "Stormy Weather," and "Pink GIRI.
T'le Prep school buys jumped out to
the period of the country's history that
The girl scout movement, its origin. 3:00 I'M. Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Beta
1Vith less than five minutes to play the
Elephants."
- lead at the end of the first period
Kappa; Phi Gamma Delta
aims and activities.
reased it to 13-8 at the half way Frosh had a 20-16 lead and it seemed the people are attempting to forget, this
Georgians' New Feature
vs. Sigma Chi
is
political
satire
especially
timely
losing
and
the
break
The Frosh overcame this lead that they would at last
Thu.' :sear the Georgians bring with TAXATION
Summary and digest of some important
the third period and managed to streak that they have endured the past appears to support the spirit of the "new them a new feature. It is Jane Raffnel,
February 26
., 17-10 lead at the end of the period. few games. However, baskets by Page. deal."
the thirteen year old daughter of Lloyd features of 19 General Sales Tax laws in
who
Although politics is the predominant Raffnel. conductor of the orchestra. Jane force today.
— than twenty seconds after the final visiting center, and Fortier. a lad
7 00 P.M. Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Faculty;
Bucknain sank a long shot to has been pulling games out of the fire all issue in the play, a vivid picture of human is rapidly acquiring fame throughout the
Gasoline taxamm and its effects on conAlpha Gamma Rho vs.
the Frosh a 19-16 lead. Keegan. season by his long shots, turned the game tendencies is presented. The author is a state for her singing, and will be fea- sumption.
Dorm A
particularly versatile playwright who is tured tonight in several numbers.
Smith, Dow, and Bucknam again scored from victory into defeat for the Frosh.
:00 P.M. Beta Kappa vs. Alpha Tau
RECENT BOOkS
Although the game was a slow one. a kern observer of the society in which
Omega; Beta Theta Pi vs.
.papers
w•ith close shots to give the Frosh an elevThe committee in charge of the ball Ayer. N. W. Directory of News
teams made we live, and he has an unusual faculty for tonight. headed by Jack I.eddy, has as its
Phi Eta Kappa
071 A9
and Periodicals, 1934
en point lead which was never threatened. long shots by players on both
9:00 P.M. Phi Gamma Delta vs. Oak
This sudden flurry of baskets was the only it interesting. Guilford jumped away to providing an atmosphere which reflects other members. M. Milton MacBride,
(Reference Room)
Hall; Theta Chi VS. Dorm B
time throughout the game when the Frosh a 9-8 lead at the end of the first period, this society, sometimes bitterly, but invari- George E. Osgood, and Burleigh Roder- Fay. Bernard. Roosevelt and his
973.917
seemed to play as they did in their early and increased it to 15-11 at the half. The ably accurate. The action of the drama ick.
America.
third period was all Frosh and at the takes place in the House Office Building
February 28
Ro77f
season games.
Purpose of Ball
Levya starred for Hebron on the de- rest period they had a lead of 18-16. Be- in Washington. D. C.
No More Sea, a novel
Follett.
Wilson.
The ball is sponsored each year, taking
7 00 P.M. Oak Hall vs. Dorm A;
Professor Mark Bailey is directing the
813.5
of the Maine coast.
fense with Davis leading the schoolboys fore Guilford could score the Frosh had
place on the eve of W'ashington's BirthKappa Sigma vs. Faculty
offensively. For Maine, Smith was out- a 20-16 lead hut trailed at the final gun play and also has the important role of,
F724
day, by the Intramural Athletic Associa:00 P.M. Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma
8
24-20.
the
and
Solomon
Fitzmaurice,
rehearsals
standing.
Kunitz. Authors today and tomorrow
of the ball go l
Alpha Epsilon
are showing evidence of a strikingly im- tion. and the proceeds
920.01
Summary:
(Reference room)
Summary :
that
of
the
expenses
defraying
toward
9:00 P.M. Theta Chi vs. Independents
Your
"Both
when
performance
pressive
K903a
MAINE
GUILFORD (24)
organization. Between the football and
Short biographical sketches of over 300
G. F. Pts.
G. F. Pts. Houses" is presented to the public. baseball seasons at Maine, there is very
Herschel Bricker, of the Public Speaking
authors of the 19th and 20th centuries.
3
1
1
2
0
1
If
Ramsey, If
Announcement has been made of the
way
University
the
of
in
activity
little
Department, has the male lead and his
My life as German and
1 0 2 Nesbit. rf
6
2
2
Tapley, If
discovery of many gold Inca relics in the
athletics, with the exception Wassermann.
sponsored
exhibits
every
part
the
interpretation of
833.91 mountains of Ecuador.
2
Jew.
0
1
7
1
3
rf
Page, c
freshman basketball, and sonic track.
promise of a very palpable but. Helen of
W284my
6
O
3
0
0
0
Keegan. rf
Priest, rg
Association, orAthletic
Intramural
The
Buker has the female lead and is doing
Ten outstanding articles in the Febru
9
1
4
9
1
4
Smith, c
Fortier. lg
in 1920 with the purpose of stimespecially creditable work as a character glifized
magazines. (From the Readers' Guide Public Opinion," A. A. Berle, Jr., Scribary
6
2
2
4 24
10
Totals
PIS knam. Ig
interest in sports for men who are
that offers little opportunity for dramatic l ulating
0
o
0
Murray, Ig
ner's Magazine; "Alfred E. Smith—Has
a great to Periodical Literature).
performs
FROSH B 0.01
material,
varsity
not
superiority. With Bailey and Bricker in
0
o
0
"Roosevelt Experiment." H. J. Laski, an Idol Fallen?" I). I). Bromley, Scrib}Thane. Ig
G. F. Pts.
by providing at this
Maine
to
service
remaining
the
the major roles, and with
2
O
1
host. Is
0
0
0
Cameron. If
time competition in athletics. In all, the Atlantic Monthly; "Return of the Cae- ner's Magazine; "Lincoln and Liquor,"
characters being enacted for the most
4 30
13
Totals
3
1
1
carries on nine different sports sars," 0. Spengler, American Mereury:
Carlisle, If
association
part by veterans of previous Masque exW. H. Townsend, .4tlantic Monthly;
4
0
HEBRON
2
course of the college year. "Men around the President," D. Pearson
the
Golding. rf
during
shows
drama
excellent
this
perience,
Youth and My Own," A. Ker"Lenin's
Magazine;
Harper's
S.
R.
Allen.
and
3
G. F. Pts. Dalot. c
1
1
Touch football, volley ball, basketball,
every indication of being received as a
8
2
3
2
0
boxing, wrestling. "Saving the Good Earth," IL I.. Ickes, ensky, Ask,: "New Internationalism," G.
1
baseball,
relay,
Childs, rg
track,
Davis. rf
spacious and convincing production.
arper's Magacirw.
5
3
1
4
0
2
Handl. If
N. Wilson, rg
and tennis—all of these sports are as-ail- Surrey Graphic; "Private Business and Soule, I
.may be vividly able to the students of the University of
The conflict of the play
0
0
0
4
0
2
(ealer. If
P. Wilson, Ig
shown by two excerpts of dialogue be- Maine through the efforts of the Intra0
0
0
2 20
9
McCullough, If
Totals
the old time politician and the in- mural Athletic Association.
tween
4
O
2
I.egard, c
Score by periods:
0
0
0
20 nocent idealist: "Do you want me to point
18
11
8
This year the Association is adding anI umanski, c
Maine
2
24 you the way to prosperity? Loot the other function to its duties by sponsoring
0
1
16
15
9
I sva. rg
Guilford
loot the natural resources, hang a winter carnival, which will be held to0
O
0
,w, Ig
Referee, Cust ; Umpire, Hawley. Time Treasury,
fortunes on the Wall Street Christmas morrow, and details of which appear else2
O
1
baker, Ig
4-8's.
Graft, gigantic graft brought us where in this issue.
5 21
8
Totals
1st period: G.. 9; M., 8. Half: G., 15; Tree.
in the past and will lift us
prosperity
our
4
3
2
1
Store
M., 11. 3rd period: G., 16; M., 18. Game
out of the present depths of parsimony
8 13 16 21 G., 24; M.. 20.
Hebron
A victrola party was held at the Sigma
and despair. Brigands built up the na- Chi house Saturday evening with six
8 17 30
6
tion from the beginning, brigands of a couples present.
i:eferee. Wallace; Umpire. Cobb.
DELTA ZETA TEA IIELD
breed that don't grow
SUNDAY AT NORTH HALL gigantic Silurian
age like ours. They stole
piddling
a
in
Be
To
Winter Carnival Tomorrow
Delta Zeta's alumnae adviser, Elizabillions and gutted whole states and cum'
Giant Affair
beth Davis, entertained rushees and sopires. hut they dug our oil wells and bin
Hall
One)
(Continued from Page
rority members at tea at North
our railroads. Let 'em go back to work..
Saturday afternoon. Informal games and
let 'em steal plenty and get us started,
,• leading winter sports men in his the singing of College and sorority songs
ORONO
again."
Lewiston
carried
at
meet
;• ,alty. At the State
preceded the refreshments, which
answers:
blond
younger
the
which
To
21
Wed.,
• Saturday he set up a new record for out the Delta Zeta colors. Druscilla Rod"You think you're good and secure in this
oh and a few weeks ago at the Amer- erick poured.
Kay Francis and Ricardo Cortez in
charlatan's sanctuary you've built for ,
-nowshoe Races he finished a close
HOUSE ON 56th ST."
"THE
yourselves. It takes a hundred years to
,nd to Hughes. the Canadian national PHI MU'S END RUSHING
ONE" every Wednesday
for
'Two
.
we're
trickery—and
of
tire this country
wshoc dash champion. As it was.
WITH SCAVENGER PARTY fifty years overdue right now. That's my
night. First evening show on
prelimthe
Ilardison defeated Hughes in
A scavenger party held in Old Town
Wednesdays at 0:45
feel pretty damn piti•-y heats and was only defeated in the Saturday afternoon brought the Phi Mu warning. And I'd
didn't
I
if
you
to
it
saying
Thurs., Feb. 22
als after forcing Hughes to shatter the rushing season to a close. After collect- ful and lonely
believe there are a hundred million people l
record for the course.
ROGERS and several
WILL.
ing the various articles of the hunt the
enough to turn from I
Cups will be awarded to the fraternity girls went to the home of Marion Avery who are disgusted
other stars in
dormitory group in each division that where refreshments consisting of hot you to something else."
When you're handed the raspberry be- c)
SKITCH"
"MR.
The complete cast : Marjorie Gr •
gathers the most points. The two cups chocolate, sandwiches, cookies and cake
fore
your honey . . . puff away your,K
23
Feh.
Helen Buker ; Bus, Margaret Snow; Edi
will he tip for competition each year and were enjoyed.
grouch
with genial ilk iccs. Its saWister, Alfred Sweeny: Solomon Fitzthe fraternity or dormitory group which •
"FOUR FRIGHTENED
tobaccos are tempered and
vary
prime
MenArne
Mark.
Bailey;
Mark
maurice.
wins the carnival three years will then
PEOPLE"
Phyllis Rollins, a senior at Robinson
seasoned for years in the wood, 'HI
with Claudette Colbert, Herbert
receive permanent possession of the trophy. Seminary, Exeter. New Hampshire. ar- ton; Simeon (;ray, Forrest Morton; LevMarshall, Mary Boland. and
P.,ints will he awarded for the first seven rived on campus Friday to spend a few ering; William Whiting: Merton. Kenneth
they're mellow and mild and minus
Villiani Garvin
places in each event and medals will be days as the guest of Anne MacLellan andi Nash; Dell, Francis Lord; Sneden, Paul
bite . . . The truly biteless blend
all
awarded to individual winners with rib- Shirley Hatch. She attended the Lambda Woods; Miss 3.1cMurty, Bettina Sulli;
the friend a feller needs.
...
24
Feb.
Sat.,
going to second and third place win- ("hi Apache dance Friday evening, and; van; Wingblatt, Almon Cooper; Peebles.
program
feature
I
double
Laverty;
big
iwther
Robert
Farnum.
Brown;
Earl
ners.
also a vie party at the Lambda Chi house
Alan McClean, Herschel Bricker ; Elmer.
"ACE OF ACES"
There are four events scheduled on the on Saturday evening.
RIFT FACTORY FRRIIIR
with Richard 1/ix, also
Roy Holmes.
IT-gram for the co-eds and seven events
AT Ismer lisle/ 14
T"
"AFTER TO-NIGH
•••,,•,1 for the men students. The co-eds ;
CRI.LOPRANS
and
Bennett
with Constance
CHURCH NOTICE
se a 100 yard ski dash, a 75 yard in the morning will be the long distance I
Roland
Gilbert
I
ski.
snowshoe
and
w dash, a snowshoe obstacle race, races for men in the
Saint James Episcopal Church
. a medley relay race. For the men These are scheduled to take place at 10.30
Mon & Tues., Feb 26-27
•-• there will be a 100 yard ski dash, a.m. All other events will he held in the
Corner of Main and Center Sts.,
DOWN TO RIO"
"FLYING
,
the
of
ard snowshoe dash, a ski jump, a afternoon starting at 1.30 in back
Old Town
relay race, a 220 yard snowshoe Sigma Alpha Epsilon house.
NOTE: Saturday tnatinees comle race. a IV.: mile ski race, and a
It is expected that the new ski j unit) , Ven. John de B Saunderson. Ph.D.,Rector
mence at 2 o'clock
mile snowshoe race.
will attract a great many contestants as Services each Sunday as follows:
a
800
COMING MARCH 8-9 GARBO
It is expected that in the co-eds' medley well as spectators. Completely remosieled. Holy Communion
in "QUEEN CHRISTINA."
e. each dormitory will be allowed to the ski jump is a vast improvement over Morning Prayer and Sermon, 2nd
10.30 a to.
and 4th Sundays
...tr eight girls on skis and eight girls the old one and jumpers are able to clear
You can count on seeing all the
•n.,wshoes. In the men's division, the over 100 feet now. The ski jump is located Holy Communion and Sermon, 1st
good shows at the STRAND, your
10.30 am
and 3rd Sundays
•us will consist of four men, two snow- . directly opposite the site which has been
local theatre
• 'I two ski contestants.
selected for the various silliwshoe and ski Litany and Sermon, 5th Sunday 10.30 asn.
- 14, 41,1 4 n .1
0'
N B. Street car passes door of Church.
ntv eN cots which will take place

"WHEN A FELLER
NEEDS A FRIEND"
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Friday, Saturday

Feb. 23-24
I ler Beauty Aflame in a land where there are
only 9 Commandments
Ka% Francis, Ricardo Cortez in

"MANDALAY"

e

k

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
Feb. 26,27, 28,29
Janet Ga”vor, Lionel Barrymore

"CAROLINA"
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PARK THEATRE

The Mirthquake of Fun
t(4; I:, BROWN in

Bangor, Maine

"SON OF A SAILOR"
It's a Riot

Friday, Saturday, Feb. 23-24
GEORGE O'BRIEN
in

Coming
Fri., Sat.
Mar. 2-3
"Little
\Vomen"

„
"EVER SINCE EVE

Coming
Fri., Sat
Mar. 2-3
"Little
W'omen"

with Mary Brian, Herbert Mundin

Monday, Tuesday, Feb. 26-27
Lewis Carroll's

Thurs., Fri., Sat.
The Last Vaudeville Show of the Season

7

ACTS OF GREAT
VAUDEVILLE

7

and "TWO ALONE

ALICE IN WONDERLAND"
he WorIA's Greatest Story wul•
The World', Greatest (

with Jean Parker, Toni Brown
2 SluoA, Muss

Fri

Continn00% sat

Wednesday, Thursday, Feb. 28-Mar. I
91

"HOLD THAT GIRL

ssith James Dunn, Claire Trevor

--x--r-r-m

Thurs. & Fri.

NEW BIJOU

2 Shows Daily

THEATRE

,, ntinump,

2 and 7.30

Bangor

I- root I 0,

Saturday

11111•111

THE MAINE CAMPUS

MAINE SNOW TEAM WINS FROSH TRACK TEAM FRESHMEN HOOPMEN FROSH BASKET MEN
STATE TITLE AGAIN 42-24 WINS OVER BRIDGTON DOWN LEWLSTON HY BEAT STEARNS 1743
Orono Snowbirds Retain 1-4ardison Betters Own TEAM SAT. BY 6543'Fle Out Victory in Thrilling Win First Game on Annual
Crown for 3rd
Year

Snowshoe Dash Record

Webb High Scorer with
17 Points. Catlin Runs
Close Second

Finish by 22-19;
Game Difficult

Aroostook Tour. Keegan Frosh Star

LYeutIbitiatttai

thc cloac of the
was dose
tn;arasteris

e.,

canto. .
The first period ended at 4.
and the count was still knotted at
half, 7-7. Stearns held a one basket advantage when the third quarter ended 1311, but the yearlings found themselves at
the start of the final session and put on a
spurt that brought them victory. The
Maine defense bottled up the Stearns
(ease entirely during the last period. K,
gan starred for the frosh as he had thri
field goals to his credit while Swan v. a•
outstanding for the losers.
The summary:
MAINE FROSH A (17)

Lewis Hardison. Black Bear
Lewiston High, winner of last year's
The University of Maine freshman baswinter sports ace, added another
The Unist rsits oi Maiia a too-r sports
Bates tourney, and probably one of the ketball team A began their Aroostook tour
outstanding achievement to his alteam successfully defended its two-year
eight teams that will be selected later this auspiciously when they handed Sterns
ready impressive list of performold crown last Saturday when it defeated
Coach Jenkins pale blue freshman track month to compete for the tourney title High a 17-13 defeat at Millinocket on
ances in the realm of ice and snow
an unbalanced group of Bates College
team totaled a 65 to 43 count Saturday this year, dropped a hard fought game Monday evening to atone for an earlier
last Saturday, when he lopped
snowmen by a 42-24 score at Lewiston.
afternoon in the dual track meet to take to the Frosts A team Saturday esening at defeat. Excellent playing by Keegan and
three-tenths of a second off his
Colby and Bowdoin v.:ere not entered in
Memorial Gym, 22-19.
over Bridgton Academy.
Bucknain sewed up the game for the frosh
G. F.
own 1932 record in the 100 yard
the meet, with its claim to the state chamUsing a strong man to man defense to in the nnal session as Keegan sunk two Keegan, rf
The frosh loomed strong, taking a place
3
0
snowshoe dash.
pionship.
in every event and cleaning up all points great advantage, Lewiston managed to baskets and Bucknam one to bring the Burke, rf
1
0
frosh
Taking first places in all the morning
to
the front after trailing the Magic Tapley, If
Hardison's 1932 time was 13 3-10
in three. In the 1000 yd. run, Hummel' stall most of the Frosh offensive plays
1
0
events, the Maine team piled up a lead
seconds. „Saturday in the state
of Maine led the field home to take the during the first half and left the fluor with
Ladd, If
1
0
that Bates was never able to threaten.
a
10-9
lead.
But
for
their
inability
to
meet at Lewiston, he traversed the
tape almost 76 yards in the lead, while
Smith, c
0
1
1
easily
defeated
Rumford
High
two
weeks
Although both colleges split even on first
Hitchings and Dingwall took the next convert free throws, Lewiston might have
distanCe in 13 seconds flat.
Jackson, c
0
0
0
ago,
the
four
Frosh
seconds,
players
regained
some
places, Maine took five
rolled up a commanding lead in the first
two places for the frosh.
Phair, rg
1
0
2
confidence, which will probably come in
thirds, and six fourths in six events.
Dow, rg
Harold Webb of Augusta held high period, as they counted only three out of handy
0
0
0
during
the
Northern
trip.
the
Charles Paige of Bates turned in
honors for the freshmen totaling 17 points. eleven tries.
Bucknam, 1g
1
0
2
Banulis was easily the outstanding playoutstanding performance of the day. talc'
Baskets by Burke and Smith early in
Murray. Ig
Webb competed in five events of which he
0
0
0
er
on
the
floor,
although
Tapley's
last
hill
down
jurnp,
ski
the
in
places
ing first
Totals
took first in the high junip and broad jump, the third period gave the A team a 14-10
8
1 17
minute shots were of the sensational type.
ski race, and the slalom. Maine's points
and second in the high hurdles and the 70 lead, but this was short lived as a Mr.
STEARNS HIGH (13)
Summary:
were well divided among nearly all of
Banulis, a gentleman playing center for
yard dash.
G. F. T.I).
the team members, with Hardison, Prince,
LEWISTON
(19)
Lewiston
who
gave
the
Frosh
plenty
of
The WO yard run was a hotly contested
Swan, If
2
1
and Aldrich each getting one first place.
5
G. F. Pts.
event with Shaw of Maine running close trouble throughout the game, counted
Goodwin, rf
0
Frank Doe, a newcomer to the Pale Blue!
0
0
1
O
2
to Woodward of Bridgton. Toward the with a long shot. Just as the period end- Schutes, If
Fourteen
members
of
of
the
University
Carrigan, if
0
1' 1
snow squad this year, aided the Maine
0
O
0
finish both men opened up with a spurt ed. Phair scored for the Frosh to give Wellehan, If
Perry,
c
1
cause greatly by scoring three seconds. Maine track and relay team journeyed to
0
2
them
a
15-13
advantage.
Stasulis, rf
1
2
4
and Woodward took the tape a split
Boston today to compete in the University
Kenney, c
0
0
0
The summary:
2 12
Two baskets by Banulis gave Lewiston Banulis, c
5
second ahead of Shaw.
Mac:slillan, 1g
2
0
4
Snowshoe dash—Won by Hardison Club track meet in Boston. Maine is
0
1
1
The one mile run featured a spectacular the lead again mid way in the final period Tardiff, 1g
Swenson, rg
0
1
1
tered
in the class B games along with the finish. With
Drigolas,
rg
O
0
0
but
(Maine); second. Parsons (Maine);
Tapley
counted
shortly
after
to
knot
half the track to go for the
Totals
5
3 13
Totals
7
third. Aldrich (Maine) ; fourth, S. Par- other three Maine colleges.
the
score
with
four
minutes
to
play.
One
tape, Hunnewell, fresh star and winner
Referee, Cobb. Time, 4-10's.
son ( Maine). Time 13 seconds.
Don Huff, stellar frosh sprinter last of the national cross-country title last minute later Mr. Banulis again scored,
MAINE (22)
1
Two mile snowshoe—Won by Prince year. James Attridge, Earle Hill, and fall, with little competition fell back from and the lead again shifted to Lewiston. Burke, rf
The following men have been selected
( Maine); second. Ohler ( Maine); third. Clyde Higgins will sport Maine's colors a 50 yard lead in order to run home with Taking a quick pass Tapley scored from Keegan, rf
to fire on the freshman rifle team this
1)rake (Bates); fourth, Cox (Maine). in the dashes, while only one man, God- his teammates Stagg and Adams to take the center of the hall and thirty seconds Tapley, If
week according to an announcement made
dard. has been entered in the hurdle events, three top places in that event.
later duplicated the shot to give the Frosh 1.ane. If
Time, 16 minutes, 50 2-5 seconds.
by Sergeant Bays this morning: R. NS
Ken
Black,
Joel
a
Marsh,
21-19
lead.
Keegan's foul shot twenty Smith. c
and Bill Cole,
Five mile ski cross country—Won by
Catlin of Bridgton Academy distinBarry, W. B. Brown, E. W. Bryant, J. W
Aldrich (Maine); second, Doe (Maine); the three leading middle distance men in guished himself in five of the twelve events , seconds before the final gun cinched the Jackson, c
Foster, K. M. Hooper, Win. Hunnewell.
school,
have
been
entered
in
Dow,
the
half
rg
mile, entered. He took a first in the forty-five game.
third, Bower (Maine); fourth, Canclers
Ingles, L. P. Litchfield, E. B. Mack,
Inasmuch as this same Lewiston team Phair. rg
(Maine). Time: 43 minutes, 25 seconds. while Maine's longer distance stars. Ernie yard high hurdles and second in the broad
G. M. McLellan, R. G. Ohler, E. P. Pulsi
Black, Bob Wishart, and Harry Saunders, jump. In
Bucknam,
1g
the high junip and the 70 yard
Slalom--Won by Paige (Bates); secfer, B. G. Robinson, H. L. Scamman. anl
are entered in the mile run.
Totals
dash, he tallied third place to chock up
ond. Doe (Maine); third, Turner (Bates)
E. Cotton.
seconds.
The field events this year have been his individual score to 14 points.
Score by periods:
fourth, Hendrickson (Maine). Time: 34
1.000
yard
by
run—Won
Hunnewell,
Maine
cut
down
by
agreement,
and
there
will be
3
Summary:
9
15
n
seconds.
Madeline Bunker, Chi Omega '34, os
no weight events on the program. Ken
45 yard high hurdles---Won by Catlin. Maine; second, Hitchings, Maine; third. Lewiston
5 10
13
19 the week-end at the home of Mr. and NI:Down hill ski race—Won by Paige
Dingwall,
Maine. Time, 2 minutes, 20,
Ireland and Joe Stevens will compete in Bridgton; second, Webb, Maine; third,
I Referee, Wallace; Umpire, Cust. 4-8's. Russ in Bangor.
(Bates); second, tie, Canders and Doe
the high jump while only one man, Freddy Woodward, Bridgton. Time,6 3-5 seconds. 4-5 seconds.
(Maine); fourth, Bower (Maine). Time:
Black, will try to score for Maine in the
High jump—Won by Webb, Maine.
70 yard dash—Won by Flamigilietti,
151-5 seconds.
pole vault. The abolition of weight events Bridgton; second, Perkins, Maine; third, second, Swabb, Maine; third, Catlis •
Ski jump--Won by Paige (Bates), 69.6
front this year's program removes Don Catlin, Bridgton. Time, 7 4-5 seconds.
Bridgton. Height. 5 feet, 6 1-4 inches.
points, distance 49 feet; second, Oliver,
Favor from the Maine squad. It will be
Pole vault—Won by Crowell, Mainc
100
yard
low
hurdles—Won
by
Catlin,
(Bates), 68.3 points; third, Morin!
remembered that he set up a new Harvard Bridgton; second. Webb, Maine; third, second, Ilinckley, Maine; third, Boyle an
(Bates), 66.3 points; fourth, Bower
Cage record as well as a Class B high Dow, Maine. Time, 11 2-5 seconds.
Bell, both Maine. Height, 9 feet.
(Maine), 62.2 point,
YOiiri
CS 1.1.7171 be StilLiliej
mark in the 35 pound weight last year.
1 mile run—Won by Hunnewell, Stagg,
Broad junip---Won by Webb, Maine;
In order that all his strength might be Adams, all Maine. Time, 4 minutes, 59
second, Catlin, Bridgton; third. Braley,
concentrated in the track events, Coach 4-5 seconds.
Maine. Distance, 19 feet.
Jenkins has refused an invitation to enter
300 yard dash—Won by Perkins, Maine;
SPECIAL
Shot put—Won by Folwartshny, Bridga team in a two-mile relay race.
seconds, Pierce, Bridgton; third. Flamigi- ton; second, Galinis, Bridgton; third.
1 lb. Homestead fudge 29e
lietti, Bridgton. Time,35 2-10 seconds.
Beisel, Maine. Distance, 47 feet, 5% in.
Harold M. NVoodbury, Phi Katipa Sig600 yard run—Won by Woodward,
Discus—Won by Swabb, Maine; sec1 lb. Chocolate Drops FREE
ma '36, spent the week-end at his home in Bridgton; second. Shaw, Maine; third,
ond. Folwartshny, Bridgton; third, Galinis,
The fourteenth annual interscholastic Portland.
Webber.
Bridgton.
Time,
1
minute,
25
Bridgton. Distance, 118 feet, 4 inches.
basketball tournament for high schools
and preparatory schools in the state which
is sponsored by the University of Maine
will take place at Alumni Memorial Gymnasium on March 8, 9, and 10 according
to an announcement made by T. S. Curtis. faculty manager of athletics.
Invitations have been sent out to 92
high schools and 27 preparatory schools
and the committee of selection will choose
eight of the high schools and four preparatory schools to compete in the tournament.
Winsow High School will be the defending champiiins in its division while
Coburn Classical Institute will defend the
title in the preparatory school class. Winslow recently played the University of
Maisie freshman basketball team and
emerged the victors after a hard fought
contest.
Plans are on hand to accommodate the
largest crowds in years to the tournament which will he held for the first time
in the ncw gynmasium. It is expected that
temporary bleathers will be set up along
the side' of the playing surface of the
court to take care of the spectators.
It has also been announced that this
year the winners of the Maine tournament
By "balancing" 6 different types
and the winners of the Bates tournament
of home-grown tobaccos—
will meet at Or.
on March 17 for the
championship of the state.
By adding

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

HOOP TOURNAMENT
DATES ANNOUNCED

just thc right amount
of the right kinds of Turkish—
By blending and cross-blending—
"welding"these tobaccos together—
We believe we have in Chesterfield a cigarette that's milder and
tastes better.
"They Satisfy" has always seemed
to us the best way of describing
what we mean by this milder better
taste.

The Umsersity id Maine saroty rifle
team, in a three cornered telegraph match.
last week with Creighton University and
University of Daytiin won one and lost
one.
The pale blue team scored 3414 points
with t.ersont and Rollins high nwn totaling 368 and 357 respectively. Creighton
l'insersity tahed 3404, while Dayton anis ersity chalked up 3553 poaos.
BRICE ISSUES CALL FOR
VARSITY BASEBALL MEN
to.ith Fred Brio. has i!•,lled a all tor
batters Landidates for the varsity baseball
team to report to him on Monday after:loon at 3 30 at the 'Moir isynosaoutn,
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THE NEW
DENTISTRY

Kappa S
Kappa,
teams ha'
excellent
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• Mrdscise
College %ten find in it unusual
opportunities for s career
TH1 Harvard University Dental
School offers a competent course
of preparation for the dental
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profession.
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the cigarette that

TASTES BETTER

